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By Edward Whang
and Janice M. Eisen
The Office of the Dean for Student Affairs this year offered the
Undergraduate Association Finance Board no increase over last
year's budget, allotting $65,000
for student activities. The Finance Board compiled its budget
for the coming year in a closed
meeting held March 17, according to Michael A. Viddurri '85,
chairman.
"Originally we had projected a
need of around $100,000, but
with only $65,000, 1 think we are
given the challenge to increase
our efficiency - to check how effectively we are using our money," Viddurri said.
"However, we will-reach a
point, probably next year, when
we will need more money;
$65,000 will not be enough," Vidaurri said. He considers it
neccessary for student organizations to show the need for more
money so that the Finance Board
can be allotted a larger budget.
Shirley M. McBay, dean for
student affairs, gave no specific
reason for the funding freeze, Vidaurri said, but attributed it to
the MIT budget process.
The Finance Board submitted
no fornmal request for a larger
budget, having been informed of
the $65,000 limit, he added. Student organizations requested a
total of $120,000, Vidaurri said.
There will be a separate fund
to cover new projects, new activities, and expansion of existing
activities which require money
after the regular budget has been
spent, but the amount has yet to
be negotiated with the ODSA,
Vidaurri said. The fund is "normally $15,000," he added.
The Finance Board also has invested an amount "in the neighborhood of $60,000," Vidaurri
said, which is set aside for payment of student activities' debts
and for major projects. Spending
this money requires the approval
of the Activities Development
Board.
Viddurri said he expects the
new-projects fund to be depleted
"very quickly" and that the Finance Board will have to use

funds from the invested reserve.
He noted that many activities are
now in debt to MIT.
"The message we have to get
out to students is that the organizations have to back the [Finance
Board] and the UA up . . . and
make it clear there's a larger
need," Viddurri said.
"It is really up to students and
student activities to prove they
can effectively run with larger
budgets. At this point it is purely
up to the Finance Board and the
Undergraduate Association to do
so," he said.
The Finance Board provided
$1500, the majority of the funding, for this week's South African Awareness Week, sponsored
by the International Relations
Club, the Black Students' Union
and the African Students Club.
The board also provided
$6,000 to the Black Students'
Union for remodelling their
lounge. Viddurri said the Black
Students' Union had been seeking funds from various sources
for this project for the last 15
years.
The so-called "compilations"
meeting, at which the budget was
decided, was held in a rented
room at the Lenox Hotel in Boston. Viddurri said he did not
know how much the room cost to
rent. He said those meetings are
always held. off campus so
(Please turn to page 2)
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Associate Dean for Student Affairs Stephen D. Immerman.

By Amy Gorin
Stephen D. Immerman, assistant dean for student affairs, will
be leaving that position by May
1, according to a source within
the MIT administration. Immerman is expected to transfer to a
position in the Department of
Resource Development, pending
approval of the switch by the
Academic Council.
Shirley M. McBay, dean for
student affairs, confirmed that
Immerman was being considered
for a position in the Department
of Resource Development, but
stressed the decision had not
been made final. She added that
if he were to leave the dean's office it would "be a great loss" but
he would be moving on to "a new
and exciting opportunity."
Undergraduate Association
President David M. Libby '85
and Vice President Stephanie L.
Scheidler '85 said they have presented a letter to McBay suggesting a national search for Immerman's replacement. They also
requested they be personally involved in such a search and in the
selection process, and recommended the leadership of the InterFraternity Conference be involved as well.
Immerman assumed his present
position on Oct. 1, 1982. He had
been the dean's office advisor to
fraternities and independent living groups.

Sc heidler installed as UAP/VP

By Diana ben-Aaron
David M. Libby '85 and Stephanie L. Scheidler '85 were inaugurated as Undergraduate Association president and vice
president at last night's Undergraduate Association Council
meeting.
Daniel J. O'Day '87, Floor
Leader of the UA General Assembly before its replacement by
the UA Council, administered the
oath of office, in which Libby
and Scheidler agreed to "uphold
the UA constitution against all
enemies foreign and domestic."
Libby and Scheidler have not yet
appointed a secretary-general,

but "have a list of names," according to Libby.
The UA Council also installed
the class officers and confirmed
the appointment of Michael A.
Vidaurri '85 as UA Finance
Board chairman, and Win Treese
'86 as vice chairman.
This was the first meeting of
the UA Council, which was established by referendum in
March. The UA Council presently consists of the class presidents,
vice presidents, secretaries, and
treasurers, and 37 elected dormitory representatives. Eleven representatives from the InterFraternity Conference and four
-·.,Bgacraaa~

representatives from the NonResident Student Association will
also serve on the council but have
not yet been elected.
Libby and Scheidler plan to reactivate the dormant UA Special
Projects Committee, Libby said.
As candidates, they solicited
ideas for projects from some 600
students, and are now tabulating
these suggestions for distribution,
they said.
Libby recommended UA

nations Committee will hold
hearings for seats on Institute
committees this weekend, Libby
announced.
The results of the election referendum also indicated that undergraduates favor a merging of
the Graduate Student Council
with the UA Council, Libby noted. This would create a central
body, the Association of Student
Activities, which would allocate
space and money to all student

Council meetings be devoted to

activities.

Currently, graduate student acmaking decisions and discussing
issues, while special projects be tivities "go to the Graduate Stucarried out by specific comrmi- dent Council for money and to
tees.
the ASA for space and have to be
"The ideas should originate recognized by both," Libby said.
with [the individual representa- The graduate and undergraduate
tives]; we shouldn't depend on populations could also combine
on issues of mutual concern such
[Libby] to find items for us to
discuss and vote on," said Mi- as employee benefits, he added.
The Class of 1988 Council will
chael P. Witt '84, former UA
probably be required to elect
president.
four representatives in Lieu of
The Unldergraduate Association structure also includes the class officers, Libby said. He told
Nominations Committee, which the Class of 1984 officers they are
"welcome to serve out their terms
handles student appointments to
Institute committees. The Nomi- after they graduate."
IC~~C·--R---3.-~eF~hn_
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Jon A. Biucsela '84
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Tech photo by P. PalJI Hsu

UA Finance Board Chairman Michael A. Vidarurri '85.

By Charles P. Brown
Jon A. Bucsela 'P.- died
Tuesday on Massachasetts
Asvenue near Random Hall
where he lived.- Bucsela, who
had a congenital heart defect,
apparently suffered a massive
cardiac arrest. MIT Emergency Medical Technicians gave
immediate assistance, but he
was later pronounced dead at
Cambridge City Hospital.
Bucsela planned to receive a
degree in mathematics this
June, and was the top-ranked
senior in the Department of
Mathematics. He will receive
his degree posthumously this
June, said Robert A. Ran-

dolph, associate dean for student affairs.
Bucsela had been accepted
to several graduate schools for
study in mathematics and received a National Science
Foundation fellowship for the
University of California at
Berkeley.
Bucsela is survived by his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. John
Bucsela, of Atlanta, Georgia;
a brother, and a sister.
Funeral services will be held
today in Atlanta, and a memorial service is scheduled in
the MIT Chapel next Tuesday
at 4 p.m.
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the wtore th6ngs change
From The Tech, April 9, 1884:
There is an impression among
the majority of people that Science is something dark, deep
hidden, and abstruse. Il factI
many believe that the very word
science indicates something unfathomable, something that cannot be comprehended tby rdinary people. Some believe that
science is allied to alchemy, to
witchcraft, and that knowledge
of it is to be shunned as one
would shun the plague or other
loathesome disease. Some believe
that it is synonymous with atheism, infidelity, and godlessness.
But it is none of these. One of
the brightest scientific lights of
the nineteenth century has given
one of the most expressive definitions of science that could be given. He says, "Science, I believe,
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sense. "
From The Tech, April 6, 1934:
Page Mr. Marquis
the tech reporter was peacefully
typing
a story about the hydraulics lab
steam injun
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"groups could not contact us and
try to lobby" for funds.
For the past two years, Finance
Board compilations meetings
have been held at the MIT Museum.
The meeting was closed, Viddurri said, "because that's when
we make our evaluations" of activities' requests for funding. "If it
have to
were open, it would ...
these
from
discussion
be open to
groups and we've already listened
to them."
The Finance Board is currently
itemizing the budget in detail for
presentation to the Office of the
Dean for Student Affairs for final
approval.
Undergraduate Association
President David M. Libby '85,
UA Vice-President Stephanie L.
Scheidler '85, Viddurri, and Finance Board Vice-Chairman Win
Treese 585 will meet with McBay
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"Cheap Trick to play on
May 4" [The Tech, April 3]
misstated the location for
purchasing tickets to
Cheap Trick's May 4 concert. Those tickets will be
sold in Lobby 10. Also,
Cheap Trick's latest release
should have been identified
as a single.
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later this month to discuss the
budget. After approval, the budget will be made public.
"We want to be known more
so that activities can know where
to go for funding. We would like
to have input into any activities
on campus, if not financially then
we can serve as a clearing house.
We can advise activities about
where they can get material at the
lowest cost," Viddurri said.
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thin vertical strips and feed it to
the man in charge our hero was
staggered
for a minute but he quickly countered with
a snappy pressure equals row gee
aitch
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that made the invader reel back
and vith
a~swing. of'vee equals 32 sin theta
with
period four and an arc of 1.4 radians he
squashed the roach to a mass of
density six point eight
which means this office needs a
min
*
-lot
of cleaning to get all this ver
out and maybe we win ge
news than we do because peoples
is afraid
to come in because they mite get
bit
p s we think the cockroach has
been sent to
the printers and will be run tomorrow
as the cut with title quotes
artists who performed at musical
clubs concert

that went on the fritz and
scared a prof out of a week's
growth
around the middle
when out from under the 36
point bold
cheltenham condensed part of the
typechart
walks a full grown husky pale
brown cockroach
with a face like beaker joe
what the hal says the reporter to
himself
since when is voodoo promenading on the tech's
condensed office but the roach
walks
up to him and puts its hands on
where its
hips would be if it was female
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dont like it
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SUMiIMER JOB
Cape Cod, Martha's Vineyard, and
Nantucket have thousands of good

THINKING MACHINES CORPORATION)I

paying jobs available to students
and teachers this summer.
A Directory listing these jobs by
employer also has

MWIT OPEN HO)USE

housing Into

and job application forms.
L-

For an Immediate copy of the

Thursday, April 12, 1984

1984 Directory, send $3.00
(Includes 1st Class Postage and
hanlring)to:

4:30-6:30 pm

CAPE COD SUMMER JOB BUREAU
Box 594, Room 713
Barnstaole, MA 02630

Room 4-149

BoVIston St.. Boston
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Thinking Machines Corporation is a science-driv-

en company whose research projects include
knowledge representation, machine vision, common sense reasoning, V/LSI design tools, and
other areas of Al research. We are building a finegrained highly parallel super-computer With tens

Repairs ° Sales I Rentals
Electronic, Electric, and Manual Typewriters
New and Used ° Quality Ribbons
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90 Mt. Auburn St.
At Harvard Square
Cambridge, MA 02138
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of thousands of processors for use as one of our
research tools. We are looking for special people
with backgrounds in Al, EE, or logic design. Join
us Thursday, April 12, 4:30-6:30 pm, to find out
mrore about our company.
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W~rld
Reagan calls for chemical weapons ban - President Ronald
Reagan called for a worldwide ban on the "production, possession
and use" of chemical weapons Wednesday, adding that the United II
States must have a "limited retaliatory capability" in chemical weapons to counter the Soviet Union's "massive arsenal." In other business, Reagan denied his economic policies are hurting the poor while I
helping the rich, and he said Congress-must accept responsibility for
the failure of US policies in the Middle East.
Steel workers paralyze France - Workers staged huge demonstrations against President Franqois Mitterand's plans to eliminate I
25,000 jobs from France's ailing steel industry. The demonstrators
blocked streets, highways and railroads in eastern France, marking the I
largest worker resistance to Mitterand's policies to date.
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New York sweeps up Mondale - Former Vice President Walter
F. Mondale marched to a commanding victory in the New York Democratic primary Tuesday with 45 percent of the vote, solidly defeating
second place finisher Sen. Gary W. Hart, who received 27 percent. The
-Rev. Jesse L. Jackson finished a close third with 26 percent of the
vote.

Music for MIT Students, Faculty, and Staff.
Much of our lives revolves around music. We listen to it, dance to it, even
exercise to it. For the past decade, Bose has brought the excitement of
live performances into homes around the world.

Up, up and away - The space shuttle Challenger is scheduled to
lift-off this morning on a mission to take aboard an ailing solar observation satellite, repair it and release it. Commander Robert Crippen
will move the shuttle to within 30 feet of the satellite so the ship's
cargo arm can retrieve the satellite for the first in-space repair of a
satellite.

Itall began with a 12-year research program in acoustics at MIT under the
direction of Dr Base. This led to the formation of Bose Corporation. And,
four years later, to the design of the 901 Direct/ReflectingO speaker
system-now the most highly reviewed

Spy brought in from the cold - The Federal Bureau of Investigation arrested a former Army agent accused of selling secrets to the
Soviet Union about a US double agent operation. Government officials said the agent had given the Soviets enough information to identify a doulble-agent working for the United States within the KGB.

speaker, regardless of size or price.

The founders of Bose, all from the field of
science, decided that Bose would reinvest
100 percent of its earnings back into the
corporation to maintain the research that
was responsible for the birth of the 901 loud-

Hoyas finally do it -Georgetown University's crushing defense led
them to win the National Collegiate Athletic Association basketball
championship Monday, defeating the University of Houston 84-75.
Houston lost the championship to North Carolina State last year, and
Georgetown lost to the University of North Carolina two years ago.

The New 1(:1 Music Monitor

speaker. This has resulted in a complete line
of speakers suited for every listening taste

and every budget.

Patriots score on first round pick- The New England Patriots
obtained the first pick in this spring's National Football League draft
from the Cincinnatti Bengals, in exchange for four draft picks. Trhe
Patriots said they will make wide receiver Irving Fryar from the unliversity of Nebraska their pick.

And now, the company which owes its origin to university research is
proud to bring the products of this research directly to the university
community.

W~eather

Through a unique program, our,'
complete line of stereo speakers is
available to students, faculty, and
staff directly from Bose.

Forty days and . . . - Cloudy today with patches of rain and
drizzle. Highs today of 52-56 and low tonight around 40. Mostly
cloudy with chance of showers, gusting winds and temperatures
around 50 tomorrow. Fair on Sunday with temperatures around 40
degrees.
Ronald W.s Norman

It's well known that the loudspeaker, more than any other component, determines the quality of
music you hear from your stereo
systern. So whether you're buying
your first system or u pg radi ng your
present one, the path to better
sound is through better loudspeakers.

LIVE AND STUDY AT
WELLESLEY COLLEGE
Applications for the Wellesley-MIT Residence
Exchange are available in the Wellesley-MIT
Exchange Office, 7-108, x3-1668.

a
Bose Dlrect/ReflectingO Speaker Systems.

Your student representative will be happy to give you full details of the program and lend you a pair of Bose speakers so that you can hear th'e difference in your own listening room.

Deadline for applications is
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 11.
Questions about the Residence Exchange?

Let's hear from you. We like talking
to people who enjoy music. Your
MIT student representative is
Vanu. You can reach him by calling
1-800-442-8898.

Come to an informal session on
MONDAY, APRIL 9, 3:30 pm, in the Compton
Lounge, 26-110. MIT students currently living at
Wellesley will talk. Refreshments will be served.
J
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~~opinion

Editorial

Libby, Scheidler should
not hold inultiple posts
The newly elected leaders of the Undergraduate Association
appear to be too dedicated to personal involvement in student
activities for their own good, or for that of the students they
represent. President David Libby is a co-chairman of the UA
Nominations Committee and a member of the UA Finance
Board in addition to holding what is supposed to be the most
important office in student government. UA Vice President
Stephanie Scheidler, automatically a member of the Finance
Board, recently was elected secretary of the Association of Student Activities.

While Libby's and Scheidler's enthusiasm for student government is to be commended, they may be taking on more than
they can or should handle. Doing a good job as UA leaders
will require a lot of time and a lot of patience -not a plethora
of other commitments. Concentrating student power in the
hands of a few will not necessarily cause a conflict of interest,
but it fosters inbreeding and a narrow outlook. The UA president and vice president must be able to represent the full spectrum of student opinions, and must not be biased by other
commitments.
Although Libby and Scheidler appear to be qualified for all
of their positions, it is not in the best interest of the students
they represent for them to hold positions -in student government other than those of UA president and vice president.
Both Libby and Scheidler should resign from their extraneous
positions and should devote their full attention to the offices of
president and vice president.
I
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Simson L. Garfinkel

Bring more vnromen to M IT

A few days ago, I was walking
across Massachusetts Avenue and
I was almost run over by a blue
Cadillac. I was walking when the
sign said 'walk" - not against
traffic as I usually do. It was the
I driver of the Cadillac who was at
fault. The driver's foot had
slipped off the brake and he
hadn't noticed it.
Before I go any further- I
should answer some questions
that I have been asked on my recent columns. Yes, the piece I
wrote on Christmas and the Supreme Court was sarcastic. Yes, I
do believe everything I write - if
I didn't, I wouldn't write it. No,
I do not think that the flow of
ideas in my columns is or has
ever been illogical; if you think it
is, you probably are approaching
what I have written on the wrong
level.
Which brings me, of course, to
the topic at hand: sexism at MIT
This weekend the Admissions
Office is sponsoring a special program on campus for women only.
Specifically, the program is only
for the 509 women who have
been accepted to the Class of
1988. The program is intended to
let the women learn about the Institute first-hand, by talking with
students, visiting the living
groups, and using the facilities.
Supposedly, the more these accepted women know about MIT,
the greater the chance they will
come here this fall, since MIT
really is the best school in the
world once you get to know us.
Peter H. Richardson '48, director of admissions, thinks public
perception of MIT is the main
reason for the lack of womern-at
the Institute. Richardson says
that when people think of MIT
students, people automatically
think of male students. He believes most people in our society,
including some people here at
MIT, do not consider the Institute a proper school for a woman. MIT is a Man's Insititute of
Technology, they think, and they
ask the female students, "What's
a nice woman like you doing at a
place like this?" This attitude has
kept many women away.
Peter Richardson believes the
easiest way to change society's
perception of MIT is to get more
women here. If MIT, the foremost technical institution in the
country, begins turning out as
many female engineers as male
ones, people will take women engineers
seriously. Also, engineers
.7

who benefit from a sexually balanced undergraduate environment will not consider sex an issue when they get out into the
real world. A male engineer who
trains with a female will be less
likely to discriminate than a male
engineer trained solely in the
company of other men.
In trying to bring more women
here, the Admissions Office faces
a catch-27 situation: the MIT
community is seen as sexist because we do not have enough
women, and we cannot attract
women because we are seen as
sexist! If there were some way to
attract more women here - just
a few - then we would appear
less sexist, which would bring in
more women, which would make
us seem even less sexist, and so
on. We would end up with a balanced community.
One of the things that brought
a few women here was the introduction of co-educational housing in 1970. Before then, there
was an upper limit on the number of women students at the Institute: the capacity of McCormick Hall. Since the introduction
of co-ed housing, the proportion
of female students here has been
steadily rising.
Many believe the Institute
would benefit greatly from a
more sexually balanced environment. I share this belief. Some
people feel that, although the
percentage of females at MIT is
slowly increasing, positive steps
should be taken to speed this
process. The place to concentrate
such efforts is obviously the Admissions Office, since the Admissions Office is responsible for
projecting MIT's image to perspective applicants and for admitting women to the Insititute.
The Admissions Office is faced
with an interesting dilemma. It
wants to bring women to MIT
but it must maintain the same
standards of admission for women as for men. Admissions Office
policy is not to bias selection of
incoming students in the favor of
female applicants. The admission
process is truly sex-blind.
How can MIT attract more
women without biasing the admissions process? The easiest way
is to reach out to each accepted
woman and tell her how fantastic
MIT really is and why she would
be happy here. This way, MIT
could increase the percentage of
accepted women who matriculate
without biasing against their
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male counterparts.
That is the purpose for this
weekend: to give accepted women
chance to find out exactly what
MIT is all about, and to help
them make the decision about
where they will go to college. But
there is something every visiting
woman this weekend will get,
something that those not here
this weekend will be mailed,
something that can not in anyway
add to their understanding of
MIT. Every woman accepted to
the Class of '88 will receive a
complimentary MIT T-shirt.
I cannot see how giving out Tshirts can be intended as anything but a publicity stunt - and
neither can Peter Richardsorn.
"You see, these women will
wear these [T-shirts] all summer,
whether they come to MIT or
not," Richardson told me. He
says these students will be proud
to say "I got admitted to MIT."
Other female high school students will -see women wearing
these shirts, and Richardson feels
that this will make them feel less
apprehensive about MIT, more
inclined to apply to here. The Tshirts are not for those that have
been admitted; they are for those
who might apply next year.
I said that I do not see how
giving out T-shirts can be intended as anything but a publicity
stunt, but I think that it can be
perceived as much more.
Giving T-shirts to the accepted
women only sends a very strong
message: women are treated differently at MIT than men are.
They may not be discriminated
against, or even for. MIT women
are just treated differently than
MIT men.
What does this all have to do
with Cadillacs running stoplights? Before I answer that, consider that the Admissions Office
is using a discriminatory prograam
in an effort to end discrimination
at MIT. Or consider that if campus women's groups ever realized
their ultimate goal, they would
cease to exist. Or that McCormick Hall has a guest list while
MacGregor House does not.
Consider that, excluding some
bathrooms, there is nowhere on
this campus women may not go,
while there are many places men
rday not go.
After considering all of these
things, ask yourself: "Whose
foot has really slipped off the
brake?"
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Course XVIII has
the best lecturers
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Plost Jewish leaders are not racist
To the Editor:
Louis Kampf's "clarification"
of his "schvartze remark" serves
to illustrate the contempt this
man feels for the leadership of
the American Jewish community.
Kampf insinuates that to Jewish
and Zionist leaders, Rev. Jesse L.
Jackson is "just 'another schvartze". At least two observations
are pertinent:
1) Kampf would like the reader
to believe that Jewish leaders routinely refer to blacks as
schvartzes. By doing so, Kampf
attempts to set up a detestable
-

--

I

target most Americans would
frown upon; most of us do not
like racists. Yet, Kampf has no
evidence that this is the case.
2) Kampf would have the reader believe that Jews consider
Jackson to be no different from
other American blacks ("just another schvartze" in Kampf's
words). This is hardly the case.
That Jackson has embraced Yassir Arafat; that Jackson receives
funding from the Arab League;
that Jackson admittedly referred
to Jews as '"Hymies" - these attributes consitute legitimate
c---

--

causes for Jewish concern. I
would add, however, that the formation of a group like "Jews
Against Jackson" is going overboard. Most Jews would agree, I
am sure.
I grant Kampf his views on Israel and the Middle East; though
I do not agree with him, I could
entertain a discussion on the topic. I do not accept what Kampf
has to say about American Jewry.
His attempts to portray American Jewish leadership as a gang
of racists should not be mistaken
for anything short of slander.
Ed- Kaplan G
I
-I-

Thirteenth in a Series
Some day soon, within a year I
expect, the words "Massachvsetts
Institvte of Technology" will disappear from above the majestic
entrance to MIT at 77 Massachusetts Avenue, and be replaced by
the words, "Mene Mene Tekel
Upharsin."
These words are the writing on
the wall for MIT. Loosely translated they mean: "Your have been
measured and found wanting.
Your day3s are numbered. Give a
hoot, don't compute."
Speaking of numbers, Course
XVIII, the Department of Mathematics, is yet another vastly underutilized course at MIT. This
institute's strongest point is that
calculus at MIT is like writing at
other universities. You have to
know how to do it proficiently
because almost all your other
courses will make use of it. Unfortunately, this institute's weakest point is that writing at MIT is
like calculus at other universities.
Not many people are able to do

it well, even after they graduate.
But this is the subject of my next
column.
Mathematics is a great major.
The requirements can be satisfied
easily and with great flexibility.
More importantly, the professors
in Course XVIII are among the
finest lecturers - and poker players - in the Institute. This fact is
well documented in the Course
Evaluations Guide. If you compare the lecturers in all the subjects you have taken, I am sure
you will agree that the math
department's lecturers may be
equalled, but they are not surpassed.
But you are saying, yes, Mr.
Tech columnist, of course you
are right, but I do not want good
lecturers, I want a job. And I say,
please, just call me Sir, and, in
any event,' shame on you, because a good education is its own
reward, and besides, all of you
potential Course VI-3 people who
really want to make a lot of mon(Please turn to page 7j
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XCOWBOY
BOOTS
TONY LAMA
JUSTIN
DAN POST

The Letters of
Gustave Flaubert,
1857-1880

I

ACME
DINGO
TEXAS
DURANGO
FRYFF

Startin9 at S59.50
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Selected, Edited, and Translated by
FrancisSteegmuller
"Mr. Steegmuller. ..isagain
adeft, wittyand indefatigable
commentator, stitching Flaubert's
correspondence together with all
the background information we
need in order to appreciate it:'
-Anatole Broyard, I
$7.95 Belknap
New York Times

Lord Byron

MAW m

ILE

Selected Letters and Journals
Edited byLeslieA. Marchand
The liveliest and most revealing letters from the acclaimed 12-volume
edition.
"Wonderful reading...[you] read
for sheer enjoyment"
-New York Times Book Review'

ItS

$7.95 Belknap

If O.C.S. (Army Officer

Candidate School) looks tangential
at first, look again. Look at it from

The Witness of Poetry

:i

CzeslawMilosz

"Aclassic for our time"

management s point of view.

Management wants enu meer r ng

./-

skill plus leadership ability inthe
t e
people it moves up the ladder.
gt C.S. is a eat place to
get started on leaership. It is a 14
week challenge to your mental
and physical toughness. And if you

Woman andthe Demon
The Life of aVictorian Myth

E

NinaAuerbach
"Adaringand important book of
cultural criticism ... bea utifully written and even moving"
I

pass the tests, you will come out

- New York Times
Book Review

$6.95

Emerson in
His Journals

strong, sure and in great shapea commissioned officer in the
Army, ready to exercise the leader-

Selected and Edited by JoelPorte

"Avolume that every serious reader
or lover of American literature will
want... Emerson inHisJournals,
a bookto own and cherish, isthe
bestof companions:'
- Reid Beddow,
Washington Post Book World

ship that civilian companies put such a premium on.

If you are about to get your degree in engineering, the O.C.S. challenge could be your best next step.
To find out more about O.C.S., call the Commanding Officer in
your area:

$8.95 Belknap<'

Paperbacks

BE AllYUA BE.
L

- SaturdayReview

$3.95

From Harvard University Press
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.,m. Cambridge, Massachusetts
~ ~ ~ 02138
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Buy a pairofJensen J1365
6x9"Triax ®Speakers by
May 5th,1984.

You'll get an additional pair
of speakers absolutely free.
Buy a pair of our fabulous

J1365 6"x9"Triax Speakers, and
3~

~

~

we'll send you a pair of Jensen
High Power Dual Cone Speakers
absolutely free. Take your choice
of the J1350 31/2" size or the J1435
4" x6" speakers. You'll get up to a
$37.95 value, free! (Manufacturer's
suggested list price.)
Here's all you do! Just save your
proof of purchase from the J1365
6" x9" Triax Speaker box and a copy
of your sales receipt from any
Jensen dealer. Then send them
along with the coupon provided
to receive your free High Power
Dual Cone Speakers.
When it's the sound that moves
you, make your move to Jensen

~!!!.1 i

speakers.

J(Jensen and Triax are the registered trademarks of International Jensen, Inc.. an Esmark Company.
l, 1qR4
-I.zl- ..Internatinnal
- v
v

.Jpnspn
. ..":..

Inc
.,

Enclosed is my proof of purchase from a box of Jensen
P®
J1365 6"x9" Triax Speakers.
I
Send me my choice of Jensen High Power Dual Cone
I Speakers, absolutely free:
I
J1350 31/2" -1
OR
J14354"x6" O

Jensen products can be purchased at:

Creative Car Stereo &
Security Systems
72 Union St.
Ashland, MA
Custom Car Radio
222 N. Main St., Rte. 27
Natick, MA
Sounds Unlimited
211 Lowell St.
Wilmington, MA
Pro Sound
1268 Broadway
Saugus, MA

AW-N.E.E.D. Inc.
491 Riverside Ave.
Medford, MA

YDI Electronics
40 Franklin St.
Needham, MA

Rich's Car-Tunes
204 Dexter Ave.
Watertown, MA

Plus all locations:

Audiosonics
159 Massachusetts Ave.
Arlington, MA

Service Merchandise
Lechmere
Tech HiFi
Montgomery Ward

Trolley Stereo
364 Trapelo Rd.
Belmont, MA
Auto Sound North

L-

Name

I
I

Address
City

State_

-

Zip

~._mm

-I

JENSEN

I

CARtoAUDIe

When it's the sound that moves you.

I

- --

I

.

I
I
__~~~~~~~~~~~~L

-

Allow 4 to 6 weeks for delivery.

I

Send along with proof of purchase and sales receipt, dated
i on or before May 5th, to:
I
Jensen Car Audio, Department 500
I
4136 N. United Parkway, Schiller Park, IL 60176
I Coupon must be postmarked by May 19th, 1984.

Reliable Protective Systems 169 Main St.
471 Highland Ave.
Stoneham, MA
Salem, MA

-
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Bet on the math department
anthropic desire to ease the plight
of his fellow student. Yet, deep in
his soul, he knew that in this
modern dog-eat-dog world he
needed more than beneficence to
pay for Chinese dinners in Central Square every Sunday. He
needed a high-paying job with
benefits that would embarrass a
defense contractor. He needed to
work for a major software company as a master programmer. As
the book Minims teaches us,
money is its own reward. Mr. CC
still does everyone's math problems for free, but then nobody's
perfect.

(Continued from page 5)
ey writing software would do better to major in mathematics, particularly applied math.
You see, majoring in math you
could learn all the tools needed
by an expert programmer, except
perhaps for text processing, a
gap you could trivially fill with a
few Course VI subjects. You
would become a software wizard
that any software company
would want. Moreover, your expertise in mathematics would
make you much more employable
than the run-of-the-mill VI-3 major looking for a similar job.
More importantly, you would
not have to take all the yucky
Course VI subjects that VI-3 majors like you loath taking, but
you just have to get your miserable get-rich-quick Bachelor of
Science in Computer Science and
Engineering. You pay a lot for
those two words "and Engineering"; you must take that dynamic
duo of subjects, Circuits and
Electronics (6.002) and Signals
and Systems (6.003), which is
only partially made up for by the
fact that VI-1 majors have to suffer through the delightful Structure and Interpretation of Computer Programs (6.001).

The Tech
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them. So there, Mr. CC.
Course XVIII is for learning
math, probability, and statistics,
learning how to make a lot of
money in games of chance, including the game of' life, and
learning why one is the loneliest
number that you ever knew.
Stay tuned for Course XXI
and how to make more money
than any Course YI major without working as hard.
-
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a
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Apnl 13 14 &
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8,00 pm
miTr Huntington H'11 (10-250)
Tickets: $4/
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$2 MIT Students

Fornlarcon &
reser6tr. cal2536294
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Before concluding, I must tell
you how to get a mathematician
very upset. Just tell him that
some group of objects forms a
"finite but uncountable" set. He
will insist that such a set does not
exist, 'saying that any finite set
can be-counted by having a finite
number of integers assigned to it
in a one-to-one relationship (and
I think you know just how much
fun such relationships can be.)
If you cite poor examples such
as the grains of sand in the
world, he will fume, foam and
flame - and tell you that grains
of sand are not well defined objects. But you just tell him that
the electrons in the universe are
finite but uncountable because,
according to quantum mechanics,
electrons are identical - if you
have seen one electron, you have
seen them all, as it were. Therefore you cannot count them because you cannot keep track of
them while assigning integers to

"CC" is a prime example. Mr.
CC is a mathematician who
turned his programming expertise
into big, big bucks. During his
undergraduate years, he solved
the math problems of all his
friends out of a misguided phil_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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SHOP
16 Prospect Street
Central Square
492-2962

TANDY CORPORATION/RADIO SHACK
ANNOUNCES

HAIRCUTS
any style

The 1M.I.T. Conimmunity

Open 7:30AM- 6:00PM
Closed Wednesdays
and Sundays
Riding Apparel, 292 Boylston St, Boston
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ALSO LOW COST SERVICE TO PARIS, FRANKFURT AND NICE.
REMEMBER, ONLY ICELANDAIR FLIES YOU TO THE BREATHTAKING
BEAUTY OF ICELAND. AND INCLUDES ALL THESE EXTRAS:
I Free deluxe motorcoach from Luxembourg to select cities in
Germany, Belgium and Holland. [ Bargain train fares to Switzerland
and France. S Super Saver car rentals from $69/week in
Luxembourg. ! Free wine with dinner, cognac after.
Super APEX Fares. May 1-June 9, 1984. 7-60 day stay, 14 day advance purchase required.
Icelandair to Luxembourg. Luxatr connecting service to other destinations. Purchase tickets
in U.S. All fares subject to change and goverranent approval. See your travel agent or call
800/555-1212 for the toll-free Icelandair number min
your area.

ICELAN
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STUDENTS, FACULTY, STAFF...
STOP BY AND MEET US!
Offer Valid Through June 1, 1984
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The best has a taste aH ifs ovr=
A taste thatsnot easy to find. Its something
you have to stnive for In everytlhingyou do.
And when you've done it, when you've
found the bestin yourself, tasteit
in the beeryou dink. Ask for
Bud Light.
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New

rcherc debut st unninQ

The New Orchestra of Boston, conducted
by David Epstein, in concert at the Lincoln Centerfor the Performing Arts, New
York, Tuesday, Mar. 27.
Imagine yourself engulfed in all-encompassing open sound, a sound of brilliant
crescendos, effortless transitions, taut coordination, and unpretentious emotion.
Imagine yourself sitting in Lincoln Center's Alice Tully Hall listening to MIT's
latest cultural creation, the New Orchestra
of Boston, playing Ravel's Piano Concerto
under the baton of David Epstein.
A natural and symbiotic balance made a
pivot point for excitement from the first
note; Adriano Jordao gave an involved
solo piano performance to tight and dynamically rich orchestral accompaniment.
If individual notes jumped out at you
bright and clear, they were inextricably
bound up in a mesmerizing continuum as
strings surrounded and embraced the
piano, a harp added beauty and a full-

bodied control propelled the work along.
The second -movement presented a
thoughtful piano, and a wonderfully soft
wind coloration backed by a warm blanket
of strings. Indeed, seemingly effortless and
natural piano playing gave the movement
intensely personal meaning, while brilliance of percussion, percussiveness of
piano, close plucking on strings and sharp
clarity of brass carried through to the
finale.
Much of the endless enigma of Mozart
lies in the composer's ability to put the
audience off guard with superficially innocent simplicity of structure, yet reach our
innermost selves through introspective
eddies hidden just below the surface. His
is music demanding an understanding of a
composer conveyed in his musical output,
but not altogether symbolized by the
marks on a score; the real Mozart is elusive because of the need to be at one with
a mind and a spirit most of us could not

The Tech
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up

hope to fathom.
Mozart's 33rd Symphony (K. 319), written in Salzburg, Austria in 1779 and with
which the orchestra opened its New York
concert, is not an easy work to play. More
intimate than his 32nd Symphony (K.
318), it requires precision of form, yet
abandon to inward reflection and glimpses
of penetrating feeling so slightly hidden as
to be almost naked, could we but penetrate its subtle disguise.
The New Orchestra provided Classical
style, and there were several aesthetically
pleasing litle touches to be found. Yet the
performance as a whole was unrelaxed;
there were moments of heaviness, passages
of thinness and at the end, an emptiness
because clockwork Mozart is not Mozart
at all.
Perhaps ironically, the ensemble saved
its Mozartian potential for the concluding
piece, Schubert's 3rd Symphony, played
with Schubertian joy but Mozartian

pathos. If brightness and momentum captured attention, more personal moments
provided a foil of heavenly delight. Winds
and strings talked of changing emotions,
but one person.
The opening of the second movement, a
sweet question from the strings and
rapturous answer from the winds, was
enormously pleasing. The second movement danced into the third, intensity
building for a finale combining thrill and
charm and the knowledge that, despite
some Mozart problems which will surely
be cured by the Orchestra's planned trip to
Salzburg this summer, we were witnessing
a fresh, unmarred beginning to an illustrious career for MIT's newest venture in
pursuit of mens et manus, and perhaps a
bit more.
Jonathan Richmond

Kick outthe jars
aVy wigusodrisel he

metal

This is Spinal Tap, directed by Rob existing rock bands; they create a new,
Reiner; written by and starring Christo- unique group and draw us into their
pher Guest, Michael McKean, Rob Reiner, world.
and Harry Shearer; also starring Paul
We follow Spinal Tap through the trials
Shafer, Howard Hesseman, and Tony
and tribulations of a nationwide tour Hendra. Playing at the Nickelodeon Cine- the cancelled shows, the petty fighting
ma, Kenmore Square; rated R.
within the band, the arguments over the
The music business, and rock and roll cover of their latest album, Smrell the
especially, eats, breathes and lives on hype.
Glove. Spinal Tap is a once popular superHeavy metal groups are so flashy with group now reduced to playing smaller contheir outrageous stage antics and their ex- cert halls - they are forced to share billploits which are intended to shock and of- ing with a puppet show at Stockton,
fend, it is amazing no one has made a California's "Themeland Amusement
movie satire of this type of rock band be- Park."
fore now. They were practically asking for
Everything that could go wrong with the
it.
tour does. The band gets lost backstage at
In light of all this, it surprising that This one concert, and at another they decide to
is Spinal Tap is such a subtle and closely use a Stonehenge theme. When their moddetailed comedy. This "rockumentary"
el of the Stonehenge rocks turns out to be
chronicles the exploits of Spinal Tap, a se18 inches high instead of the intended 18
venteen-year-old British band -attempting feet, the manager hires dwarfs to go out
to make a comeback on their "Tap into
on stage to make the model look bigger.
America Supertour '84." Spinal Tap has
Nothing is left untouched in this "rockall the trimmings which go along with umentary." Footage from Spinal Tap's eartheir stardom: roadies, groupies, wagging
ly years is mixed in with the current film,
tounges, leather clothes, obnoxious album
and Reiner, the documentary maker, asks
covers, and'numerous drummers who acci- the band members probing questions
dentally died-while members of the group about their personal philosophies ("Well, I
- the first one in "a bizarre gardening acsuppose I could live without rock and roll
cident."
as long as there was still sex and drugs").
This is Spinal Tap is one of the funniest
The best thing about This is Spinal Tap
movies to come out in a long time. Direcis that it is so believable. We believe that
tor Rob Reiner shows he can mimic the
the lead guitarist could try to play three
documentary style at least as well as -electric guitars at once. We believe that the
Woody Allen. If the movie has any faults,
group would stop off at Elvis Presley's
it is that it follows the strict documentary
grave to sing a tribute. We believe that the
style too closely, almost to the point where cover of an album called Intravenous de
it interferes with the movie's flow. But the Milo would show Venus de Milo getting a
small faults are more than made up for by blood transfusion. The best satire is not so
the playfully clever satire. It is a brilliant
far from the truth.
parody, and the filmmakers not only mock
Dan Crean

-
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On the town InOn the town
Sun y
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Friday, April - 6

Saturday, April 7 Sunday April 8

DANCE

DANCE

The Hungarian State Folk Ensemble, Symphony Hall, 301 Mass. Ave. An evening of
music, dance, and singing from Hungary.
8:00 p.m. $12.50-$16.50 266-1492
SAElor Party, DuPont Gymnasium. The
band will be Tangent and the proceeds will
go to Muscular Dystrophy. 8:30 p.m.
1:00 a.m. $5.00

FILM
Yojimbo, the classic Japanese film by director Kurosawa. LSC, 10-150, 7:30 $1.00
Stripes, a satiric look at army life starring
Bill Murray. LSC, 26-100, 7:00 & 9:30
$1.00

MUS IC
The Mask of Time, by Michael Tippett
performed by the Boston Symphony Or-

chestra & the Tanglewood Festival Chorus.
Symphony Hall, 301 Mass. Ave. 2:00 p.m.
$4.50 266-1492

Beaux Arts Ball, Julius Adams Stratt4
Student Center, MIT. Ain evening of
4
dance. Black Tie Optional. $2.00/Studer nt,
$4.00/Non-Students. 8:30 p.m. 253-100(

FlM
Fmi L

ART

ARTS ARTS ARTS ARTS ARTS
ARTS ARTS ARTS ARTS ARTS A

ARTS ARTS ARTS ARTS ARTS
ARTS ARTS ARTS ARTS ARTS AR

Tribute to the Hasidic Arts, The Jack and
Helena Gordon Arts Festival, Hebrew College, 43 Hawes St., Brookline. Featuring
artists Tully Filus, Zalkman Kleinman, Itzhak Holtz and many others. 9:00 a.m.
to 3:30 p.m. 232-8710

Criminal Language and Orobors, preser nted by the Boston Film/Video Foundatio ,n, FILM
1126 Boylston St. Canadian Filmmak cer Breaker Morant, a serious film evaulating
Amnon Buchbinder presents two expel ri- individual responsibility during the Boer
mental narrative films. 7:00 p.m. $4.4,00 'War.
731-2040
MUSIC
Zelig, Woody Allen's 1983 psuedo-doc zU- New Morning for the World, written
mentary, starring Woody Allen. LSC, 26- Joseph Schwantner, being performed by
at
100, 7 & 9:30 $1.00
the Jordan Hall, 30 Gainsborough- St.,
A dramatic program based on the
ARTS ARTS ARTS ARTS A' Boston.
writings of Martin Luther King Jr. and
ARTS ARTS ARTS ARTS AlRT narrated by Willie Stargell. 3:00 p.m.
A
A T
T
A
ART ARTS ARTS ARTS IA $6.00, $8.00 536-2412

Trouble in Mind present Fiddle Fever, an
evening of bluegrass music played by fiddlers Matt Glaser, Jay Ungar and Evan
Stover. First Church Congregational, 11
Garden St., Cambridge 7:00 p.m. $6.00
461-1549

THEATER
A Doublin-based variety show, at Jury's
Irish Cabaret, Symphony Hall, 301 Mass.
Ave. 2:30 p.m. $12.50-$15.50 266-1492

Friday, April 13
FILM
Poetry in Montion, by Ron Mann, at the
Boston Film/Video Foundation, 1126
Boylston St. 8:00 p.m. $4.00 731-2040

ARTS ARTS ARTS ARTS Al RTS ARTS ARTS ARTS ARTS ARTS ARTS ARTS ARTS ARTS

ARTS ARTS ARTS ARTS ARTS ARTS ARTS ARTS ARTS ARTS ARTS ARTS ARTS ARTS
ARTS ARTS ARTS ARTS Al RTS ARTS ARTS ARTS ARTS ARTS ARTS ARTS ARTS ARTS
ARTS ARTS ARTS ARTS wARTS ARTS ARTS ARTS ARTS ARTS ARTS ARTS ARTS ARTS
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6th - 3 PM to 8 PM

SATURDAY, APRL 7th - 9 AM to 2 PM

At RCA in Burlington, Mass., we are
developing and producing

i

computer and microprocessor

Exit26/q

based electronic systems which
demand the latest in Electrical
Engineering and Computer Science
technologies. Our Open House is
your opportunity to explore the
advantages of employment at RCA
by talking directly with our Engineers
and Managers. You are invited to tour
the engineering laboratories and
office areas. A buffet will be served.
If you are unable to attend, but would
like to talk with us, please call or write
our Professional College Recruiter,
Julie Frederiksen.

Exit Q,
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RCA
Automated Systems
Bedford Road (Route 62)
Burlington, MA 01803

(6 17) 229-54 13

"

Equal Opportunity Employer
U.S. Citizenship Required
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Academic Calendar: June 25-

August 17, 1984

arvard Summer School, the nation's oldest summer session,
offers open enrollment in nearly 250 day and evening
courses and pre-professional programs in more than 40
liberal arts fields. The diverse curriculum includes courses appropriate for fulfilling undergraduate and graduate college degree
requirements, as well as programs designed for career and
professional development. The international student body has access
to the University's outstanding libraries, museums, athletic facilities,
and cultural activities, with the additional benefits of Cambridge and
nearby Boston. Housing is available in Harvard's historic residences.

Fight racist South
African apartheid

To the Editor:
majority.
This week, South Afr
As many of you may be aware,
Awareness Week, will celeb:rate it is customary, following the inthe struggles of the oppres ssed
auguration of a new president
peoples of South Africa in tltheir into the White House, the heads
courageous fight to smash the of state of other nations come in
genocidal, exploitative, and ra Icist mass to greet the new president.
regime of Roelof Botha, Sc iuth This was also true following the
Africa's commander in chief. It is election of Ronald W. Reagan.
important that as students, we The various bourgeois heads of
participate in this week's acltivi- state, tyrants and fascists from
ties and organize in mass acltion far and wide, came in pilgrimto demonstrate our outrage aiud ages to the "Holy City" of Washanger at the United States' enington to renew their pledges of
dorsement of the apartheid :Poliloyalty to the US imperialist sucies of South Africa.
perpower and to receive fresh orOn May 14, 1981, Roeelof ders in order to continue their
Botha, then the foreign miniister missionary work of oppression.
of South Africa, visited the Unit- Indeed, Jimmy Carter, a suped States. He was dined and posed vanguard of human rights,
courted by Ronald Reagan and and the Democrats welcomed this
the crew of the State Dep art- same racist dog, Roelof Botha, in
ment. In doing so, the Un sited
1978 to the White House.
States government openly diemYou may wonder why the Unitonstrated its support of a gov,ern- ed States would ever support
ment which enslaves and sava:gely such an oppressive regime and
subjugates the Azanian po,eple --completely disregard its pillars of
under its racist system of ap part- truth, justice, and equality. The
heid. This apartheid system has answer to this lies in realizing
virtually reduced the black Akfri- that United States imperialism
cans, the overwhelming majc )rity has heavy economic, military,
of the population, Asian Indizans, and political interests in Southern
and coloreds to the status of c:on- Africa. And these so-called
victed prisoners in their cown "interests" are not the same inland. The only choice these" citi- terests of the American people at
zens" of South Africa are giveen is large. They are, however, the into slave on the edge of starva tion terests of US imperialists and
in the mines and on the assen nbly capitalists. South Africa is one of
lines of their racist capitalist nnas- the main sources of gold, diater or to die. The black peo ple, monds, and rare metals which
however, suffer the most f,ero- are crucial for the US aerospace
cious oppression, and the fatce of industry, missiles, and other
all the radically oppressed ma Lsses weaponry. South Africa also proand progressive whites is lin
lrkaed
~(Please turn to page 14)
with the liberation of the bilack

Offerings include intensive foreign language courses, pre-medical, pre-law, business

and computer science courses, and graduate level courses in education and management.
For further information, return the coupon below or call: (617) 495-2921; 24-hour
catalogue request line, (617) 495-2494.
…--

---

Please send a Harvard Summer School catalogue and application for:
I

I

Arts & Sciences

I

I Name
I
I Street

Drama

-

-

Writing

I

Dance Center

I

_

I
I

I

I

! City

State

I

Harvard Summer School
20 Garden Street, Dept. 342
Cambridge, MA 02138

I
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Zip
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It's an unbelievable travel discount during Easter and
Spring Break... on Trailways.
March 1 through May 24th college students can ride
Trailways round trip from selected cities to anywhere*
Trailways goes for only $75.00.
Start planning today and Go Trailways for only $75.00.

ifyour fare is less than $75.00, you get a
15% discount!
Tickets conveniently available at your local bookstore
and at Trailways Terminals.
Official
Motorcoach Camer
for the
1984 World's Fair

AI

'Good on Trailways Lines, Inc. and participating camers. Must show student I D.Call for details. Not good with other discounts.
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Listings

Saturday, April 21

Student activities, administrative
offices, academic departments,
and other groups - both on and
off the MIT campus - can list
meetings, activities, and other
announcements in The Tech's
"Notes" section. Send items of
interest (typed and double
spaced) via Institute mail to
"News Notes, The Tech, room
W20-483," or via US mail to
"News Notes, The Tech, PO Box
29, MIT Branch, Cambridge,
MA 02139." Notes run on a
space-available basis only; priority is given to official Institulte announcements and MIT student
activities. The Tech reserves the
right to edit all listings, and
makes no endorsement of groups
or activities listed.

A Medieval University and Fair
will be re-created by the Society
for Creative Anachronism from
noon to 5 p.m., at Memorial
Hall, Harvard University, Cambridge. Come eat, drink, dance,
and play as folk did more than
400 years ago. Admission $3.
Please call 498-5924 for information.

Friday, April 6
Nancy Bennett Granert, Associate Organist and Choirmaster of
Harvard University, is playing an
organ recital at Memorial
Church, Harvard Yard, at 8 p.m.
The concert is free and open to
the public. For further informationrmation call 495-5508 or 4955510.

Monday, April 8
"Israelis and Palestinians: Which
Way to Peace?" will be addressed
by Mordechai Baron of the Israeli Labor Party and an activist in
Peace Now, and Mohammed Milhem, a former elected mayor in
the West Bank. Will be held at
7:30 p.m. at MIT, 77 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge, in room
10-250. Donations of $3. For
more information contact 6616130.

W/ed., April 1 1
Beth Israel Hospital's Mind-Body
Group Program can teach you to
manage your stress by using the
relaxation response, awareness
training, and exercise. New group
begins today. Morning and evening classes available. For more
information call 735-4012.

Thursday, April 12
The Lowell Lecture Series features "Songs of Whalemen and
Sailormen," a lecture performance by Stuart Frank, director
of the Kendall Whaling Museum;
and Mary Molloy, Peabody Museum of Salem. Will be held at
7:00 p.m. in the New England
Aquarium. Free and open to the
public. Interpreted for the hearing-impaired.
Dr. Ravi Chopra, a material scientist and environmentalist, coeditor of The State of India'sEnvironment: A Citizen's Report
will be speaking at MIT, room
400, the Student Center, at 7:00
p.m. Following the lecture and
slide show will be a discussion of
careers in the development field.
For more information on the topic or speaker, or if you wish to
help in the organization of the
event, please contact Ranu Cupta
at 225-8916 or Atul Salhotra at
225-9850.

Thursday, April 19
The Lowell Lecture Series features "The Ama Divers of Japan:
Tourist Symbol and Practical
Craft" by Dr. David Plath, Professor of Anthropology and
Asian Studies, University of Illinois. Will be held at 7:60 p.m. in
the New England Aquarium. Free
and open to the public. Interpreted for the hearing impaired.

Thursday, April 26
'The Lowell Lecture Series features "People of the Coral Reef:
Ingenuity in Eden" by Dr. Edward Hodgson, Professor of Bliology, Tufts University. Will be
held at 7:00 p.m. in the New
England Aquarium. Free and
open to the public. Interpreted
for the hearing impaired.

Thursday, May 3
The Lowell Lecture Series features "Lorenzo Dow Baker: From
Cape Cod Fisherman to Boston
and Caribbean Entrepreneurs"
by Dr. W. Randolph Bartlett,
professor of history, Cape Cod
Community College. Will be held
at 7:00 p.m. in the New England
Aquarium. Free and open to the
public. Interpreted for the hearing impaired.

O)ngoing
A new exhibition is currently at
the Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum on Jan. 24, running
through May 20. The exhibit,
'An Eminent Horticulturist,"
will focus on Mrs. Gardner's lifelong interest in gardening and her
love of flowers. The exhibition includes photographs, rare books
on horticulture, Gardner's personal sketchbook, selected letters, and newspaper clippings.
Contact Hope Coolidge, 5661401.
School Volunteers for Boston is
putting out a call for computerliterate college volunteers to assist elementary, middle, and high
school students in developing
their computer skills. There is
somne course credit available for
this field training. If you would
like to help., call School Volunteers for Boston at 267-2626, or
the MIT Volunteer Placement Office, x3-4733.
Beth Israel Hospital's speech pathologist evaluates and treats
communication disorders affecting speech, voice or articulation.
Call 735-2073 for more informationrmation.
The Committee on the Writing
Requirement reminds all freshmen and transfer students who
have not yet satisfied Phase One
of the Writing Requirement that
there are two remaining options:
receiving a Pass in any one of the
expository writing subjects described in the Writing Requirement brochure, or submitting a
five-page paper written for any
MIT subject and judged satisfactory by the professor of that subject and faculty evaluators for
the Requirement. Due to limited
enrollment in writing subjects,
students are urged to consider the
paper option. For details, contact
the Committee on the Writing
Requiremlent, x3-3039.

Modern Israel will be the focus
of a special academic summer
program sponsored by the State
University of New York. The
course will consist of an interdisciplinary study of Israel's economic, social, political, religious,
educational and scientific institutions. College credit will be offered to participants that successfully complete the program.
Early application is recommended. For specific details about the
1984 Academic Program in Israel, write Department of International Education, SUNY Sumnmer
Program in Israel, SUNY Oneonta, New York 13820, or telephone Office of International
Education, 607-431-3369.
The following exhibits are being
held at the MIT Museum: A
Bunch of Electricals: An MIT
Electrical Engineering Retrrospective. A celebration of the
centenary of the Electrical Engineerinlg Dept. Included are the
Bush Differntial Analyzer anld
the Edison Dynamo given to the
Institute by Thomas A. Edison in
1887. Math in 31): Geometric
Sculptures by Morton C. Bradley, Jr. Sixteen sculptures based
on mathematical formulae. Form
and color relation give these
works a unique visual appeal.
Images of Chanlge. Fifty color
photographs by Clinton Anldrews. A subjective view of the
issues and technologies bringing
changing to northern areas of
Pakistan and India. 265 Massachusetts Ave. Monday-Friday
9am-5prn. Free.
The following exhibit is being
held at the Margaret H. Compton G Gallery from April 12 to
September 29. Ring the Banjar!
The Banjo in America from
Folklore to Factory will exhibit
more than 50 of the ;rnost beautiful and historically important
American Instruments, dating
from the mid-18th century to
about 1940. 77 Massachusetts
Ave. Building 10, 1st floor. Monday through Friday 9 a.m. to 5
p.m. Free.
The following exhibits are held
ongoing at the Hart Nautical
Galleries: MIT Seagrant, a review
of MIT Ocean research; Ship
Models, a historical view of the
design and construction of shlips;
and The Engineering Wizard fo
Bristol: Nathanael G. Herreshoff,
plans, half-models, equipment,
and photographs documenting
the renowned yacht designeer's
application of engineering skills
to ship design. 77 Massachusetts
Ave. Building 5, 1st floor. Mon-,
day through Friday 9 a.m. to 5
p.m. Free.

I

'84 should call the
WalkAmerica
I
March of Dimes at 329-1360 or
write the March of Dimes 865
Providence Highway, Dedham,
02026.
Beth Israel Hospital is conducting a study of treatments for recurrent herpes infections. If you
are over the age of 18 and suffer
recurrent herpes infections, call
735-4103 to take part in the free
study.
The J.V.S. Summer Internship
program is open to sophomores,
juniors, and seniors who want
career-related experience, to develop professional contacts in
their field of interest, or to evaluate and make decisions about future careers. Deadline for applying is May 15th. For more
information and aln application,
contact Jewish Vocational Service, 31 New Chardon St., Boston, or call 732-2846.
200 archaelogical treasures from
Israel, the result of recent excavations on land and in the waters
off Haifa's coast, are being displayed in a major exhibit,
" Crossroads of the Ancient
World: Israel's Archaelogical
Heritage" from May I through
Jully 31, 1984 at the Harvard Semitic Museum, 6 Divinity Avnue,
Cambridge. Museum hours are
Monday through Friday, 11 a.m.
to 5 p.m., Saturday and Sunday
from I p.m. to 5 p.m. Admission
$2.50 per person, S1.50 senior
citizens, children under 12, and
students with I.D. Members free.
Guided tours available by reservation at $1.50 per person for
groups of 10 or more. For further
information, call 459-3123.
The National Endowment for the
Humanities has announced a
unique grants program for individuals under 21 to spend a sumnmer carrying out their own noncredit humanities research
projects. The Younger Scholars
Program will award up to 100
grants nationally. Award recipients will be expected to work
full-time for nine weeks during
the summer of 1985, researching
and writing a humanities paper
under the close super-vision of a
humanities scholar. The application deadline is Sept. 15, 1984.
For guidelines, write to Younger
Scholars Guidelines CN, Rm.
426, The National Enfdowment
for the Humanities, Washington,
D. C. 20506

The Peace Corps is offering skcilltraining for programs utilizing
the backgrounds of college
graduates with mathematics and
science minors. Peace Corps volunteer serve for two years. During their service they receive a
generous living allownace, paid
travel, training and health care.
A post-,service readjustment
allowance of $175 per month is
paid to each volunteer. For informationrmation on Peace Corps
service, call 223-6366 or 7366, or
write PEACE CORPS, 1405 McCormack POCH, Boston, MA
02109

Announcements
The MIT chapter of Amnesty
International is preparing a letter
to Guatemalan authorities expressing concern about the abduction of Guatemalan civil engineer Sergio Saul Linares
Morales, and urging an immediate investigation into his disappearance. Members of the MIT
community who would like to
sign this letter, and/or learn more
about this case and others, are
invited to come to Lobby 10 today.
The Department of Chemical Engineering will be conducting an
Open House for Freshmenl on
Thursday, April 5 from 3-5 pin in
room 66-1 10.
The R/O committe is now forming. If you are interested in helping on R/0, pleases leave a note
for Kathryn Chamberlain at the
UASO, room 7-104, x3-6-771.
The UASO is now recruiting student who would like to be ASSOCIATE ADVISORS to next
year's freshmen. Interested?
Check6 with your own advisor to
see if (s)he needs a new associate,
or offerr your services to a faculty
member whom you'be gotten to
know. You can also apply to be
assigned to an advisor. Stop by
the UASO, room 7-104, to find
out more and to fill out an application form.
'Volunteer coaches are needed by
Ca-mbridge Youth Soccer; the
teams range in age from 6 thru
13, Both girls and boys participate. The season runs from early
April through mid-June, with a
practice during the week, and one
game each weekend. Call 3543602 (evenings) for more inforTnation.
-

.

Pursues of

Happiness

The Hollywood Comedy of Remarriage

The Harvard Summer Dance
Center is accepting applications
from beginning, intermediate,
and advanced dancers to its program from June 25 to Aug. 3.
Scholarships are also availabe for
promising young dancers. For
more information, contact Iris
M. Fanger, director, Harvard
Summer Dance Center, 20 Gar-

Stanley Cavell
"No book about the art of Hollywood I have ever read can make
its readers stop and think more
effectively than this one."
- Times Literary Supplement
Harvard Film Studies $7.95

Hitchcock- Stye
Murderous Gaze

deon St. Cambridge, 45555

Volunteers are needed for a new
activities stimulation program at
Cambridge Hospital. Training
and supervision will be provided
by a clinical social worker. Tre
minimun time commitment is two
hours per week. For more informnation, please contact Linda
Borodkin, LICSW, at 498-1270.

Nominations are being accepted
for the Johln Asinari Award for Sunday, April 29, has been set
Undergraduate Research in the for this year's WalkAmerica in
Life Sciences. All undergraduates ;the Mass Bay Chapter. Funds
in Course VII, VII-A, and VII-B raised will be used for birth deare elibible. Deadline for submis- .fects research and prevention
sions is April 20, 1984. See'rom programs in eastern MassachuLynch in Room 56-524, x3-4711 setts. Individuals or osrganizafor more details.
tions interested in supporting

.

TUTOR wanted

WilliamRothman

"The best treatment of Hitchcock

for intro

to date. It addresses what is
unique about Hlitchcock's
films. .. Rothman's book [is]
clear, passionate, and witty."

LISP
or

- American Film
With more than 600 frame
enlargements
Harvard Film Studies

DATA BASE

<

$10.95

Make Extra $$$
Call JOHN 266-6197
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Sundays, 12:30 - 2:00 p.m.
M.I.T. Student Center, Mezzanine Lounge
84 Mass Ave, Cambridge
Deli Lunch, $3.50 (cash or validine)
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Apartheid profits
the United States

(Continued from page 11)
vides the United States with a reliable outpost to control the sea
route between the Indian Ocean
and the Atlantic, a vital link to
the Persian Gulf oil, so coveted
by US imperialism. Finally, South
Africa serves as an outpost to
launch aggression against the
other African countries in the region. Numerous companies within the United States and Britain,
therefore, have a tremendous
amount invested in maintaining
the apartheid system in South
Africa. Many of these companies
argue that they are providing
while not admitting that their
presence in Southern Africa was
the initial cause of all these problems.
Therefore, let us clearly understand that the apartheid system is
a source of handsome profits for
the United States and other imperialist monopolies. That is why
the government of these pillars of
"democracy and freedom" caress
this racist beast with such loving
tenderness. And let us also understand that despite all of South
Africa's armed might, despite all
of the backing it gets from the
Reagans and Thatchers of this
world, South African apartheid is
headed for collapse. The waves
of revolt among the people are
building up stronger and stronger. Despite the prison-like conditions under which it survives, the
South African workers are building up their own organizations
and are beginning to flex their
-·

powerful limbs. It is only a matter of time before the working
class and the downtrodden people of South Africa rise to their
feet and smash the racist minority regime.
Let us join in solidarity with
the courageous South African
workers and youth in their struggle for the total destruction of
apartheid and minority rule. Let
us also not be content with the
reformist efforts of the United
States State Department, along
with Ford, General Motors and
others who-make big profits from
apartheid, in their cheap attempt
to paint up the white minority
rule with a light dusing of cosmetic changes. Only through
mass action will our concerns be
heard strongly and also serve to
solidify the efforts of the South
African freedom fighters.
Shiva Ayyadurai '85

Jewish Family: An Endangered Species?
with Rabbi Able Ingber, Director, University
of Cincinnati Hillei Foundation

Sponsored by M.I.T. Hillel
For information call 253-2982
I

I.

Give to:

PROJECT
Department A
Washington. D.C.
20007
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Get freeT-shirt when
you ent frm atioal.
Rent a car from National at any of the locations below and enjoy the benefits. Low
prices. No mileage charge. Clean, comfortable cars. And now, a free T-shirt, too!
T-shirts are available to all first-time renters. Just pick up and complete a free T-shirt
coupon (available around campus or at the National Car Rental office nearest you) and
submit it when you rent your car.
Well even make renting a car easy for you. You must be 18 or older, have a current
student IDand driver's license. You can use a major credit card or submit a cashqualifying application 24-hours prior to your rental. Either way, the T-shirt is yours free.
Offer good while supplies last.
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WE GIVE YOU

NATIONALATFENION.
AND THATS THE TRUTMl.

Available at:

IBM

1663 Massachusetts Ave. (Cambridge)
183 Dartmouth St. (Boston)

IS ON THE
M.I.T. CAMPUS

- -- ----

I

with assistance and advice on
acquiring an IBM PERSONAL
COMPUTER.
Discounts are
available for Students, Faculty, and
Staff.
Make an appointment to come visit
US.

L-

-

Office hours are:
M, T, TH, F
1:30-5:30
Phone Number 253-5098
Products are purchased and come
directly from IBM
I

Varian/Extrion Division in Gloucester, MA is currently seeking applications
for Summer Employment in the following areas:

* Electrical Engineering
0

-

Mechanical Engineering

* Computer Science
w BRODIE AUTO RENTALS INC.

WE
RENT:

0 Chemistry
Varian is engaged in the manufacture of complex, large scale equipment
used in the fabrication of semi-conductors. If you are interested In a challenging summer position with the opportunity to gain excellent hands-on
experience, we must have your resume by April 11th. Please forward to:

6 NOW AT KEN DALL SQUARE
DODGE COLTS- OMNIS
RABBITS-CITATIONS
STATION WAGONS

AUTOMATIC & STICK SHIFT

Summer Employment Administrator
VARIM ASSOCIATES. INC.
Blackburn Industrial Park
Gloucester, MA 01930

eWE FURNISH GAS WITH ALL CARS EXCEPT WAGONSe

An Equal Opportunity Employer

HARVARD SQ.

KEN DALL SQ.

NEAREST TO THE B-SCHOOL
90 MT AUBURN STREET

NEXT TO LEGAL SEAFOOD
5 CAMBRIDGE CENTER
\raria

491-7600
MASTERCARD

876-7600
VISA

_

AM EXPRESS

~

~

~ ~

661-8747
426-6831

_ _~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Mike Snyder 584 and Doug
MacLeod '86 combined for a
four-hitter as the MIT baseball
team opened the northern portion of its schedule with a 12-3
trounce of Northeastern University.
Snyder gave up one run and
two hits in 32/3 innings. MacLeod
picked up the win in relief, allowing two runs on two hits in 41/3
innings.
MI'T opened the scoring with
two runs in the first inning. The
Engineers added a run in the
fourth inning and three in the
sixth. Northeastern, an NCAA
Division I team, cracked the
scoring column with a run in the
fourth inning, when MacLeod
came in for Snyder.
Beginning the seventh inning
with a 6-3 lead, the Engineers
sealed the win with an additional
six runs.
Vinnlie Martinelli '85 had two
of MIT's eight hits and two
RBIs. Shortstop Dale Rothman
'84 batted in three runs while
Bruce Diaz '84 added two RBIs.
MIT scored five unearned runs

l

i

I1

on four Northeastern errors.
The Engineers were 1-4 on
their' Spring Break trip to Florida. MIT dropped its first three
games, two to the Florida Institute of Technology and one to
Trinity College, before splitting a
doubleheader with Kent State
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Faculty - Doctoral Candidates:
earn $$ for your Opinion. CSi, New
Sprouct Marketing Research is recruiting for Consumer Opinion Discussion Panel for Wednesday evening, April 11. Call CSi 237-4729,
237-5503 for detail.

I

NEED CASH? Earn $500+ each
school year, 2-4 (flexible) hours per
week placing and filling posters on
campus. Serious workers only; we
give recommendations. 1-800-2436706.

The Greatful Dead concert bus we'll take the wheel when you're
seeing double. Round trip transportation to the upcoming New Haven
($15) and Providence ($10) shows;
tickets not included. Call Johnm
353-8337, Bob 738-6421

The MIT Equipment Exchange
offers surplus equipment and used
typewriters to students and staff
at reasonable prices. Located in
Building NW30, 224 Albany Street.
Open Mon., Weds., Fri., 10 am lpm.

BPB

QBB PB1PB

D
l

(NEAR KENDALL SO. AND NIBTA)

89

10/ Off All Labor

11

On any Honda with this coupon
GET ITDONE RIGHT 7THE FIRST TIME AND PAY LESSP!

|

SERVICE SPECIALS

o

INTERNAL ENGINE REPAIRS OUR SPECIALTY

1

I

Filter

Lube, OilChangee

|

COOLING SYSTEM FLUSI

*Oil filter

We will back flush your cooling
|
• Chassis lubrication
Ad system, install up to 2 alns of anti-e
| pto 5qujarts of famous
hoeand
Sunoc brad 10/0 Mcor Oi s Wfreeze, check all belts,
Al
clamps. Additional parts 8 labor
°l
r 10/40 Oil $1.00 Extra
H
extra.
Ad
Diesel oil cap and filter
type may affect price

A;
L

$19°:reign
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Cars and

trucks.
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CLASS O F 84
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS
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Adams-Russell, a leader in Digital
Signal Processing Systems, <and R. F.
Microwave Signal Processing Compo-

Sublet Hotline!
Want to sublet your apartment
this surnoe?
Are You looking for an apartment
for the summer or all year round?
CALL

I

ssBB

209 Broadwayv Camb., MA 547-1950

We have the Lowest Airfares to Europe and Across America! For Free
Color Brochure, Write To: Campus
Travel-Box 11387 St. Louis, Mo.
63a05.

Play THE SURVIVAL GAME, a very
adult sport in which teams engage
in "combat" usingair-pistols that
shoot paint-filled pellets. Interested
students urged to register today for
intercollegiate games. Call Owen
353-8334, or John 353-8337.
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\CARL'S SUNOCO

The MIT women's crew shells
will be christened and dedicated
at the Pierce Boat H)ouse Saturday at 2:00 p.m.
The shells will be dedicated to
Joanne Carlin Bradley, John J.
Carlin and Joe Landquist. Carlin
was the- North American representative to the International
Federation of Rowing Societies
and a member of the National
Association of Amateur Oarsmen
of USA. Landquist, who died in
January, was a boat rigger for
many years. Bradley, who is Carlin's daughter, is the mother of
Elizabeth Bradley G. a member
of the women's crew team.

WANTED: Creative, energetic individual to work consistently 2-4
hours per week, placing and filling
posters on campus. Earn $500 or
more each school year. 1-800-2436679.

-- --

- --

* NOW SPECIALIZING IN HONDA CARS ONLY
° ALL WORK GUARANTEED
* HONDA FACTORY TRAINED MECHANICS
* HOURLY RATE: $6.00 BELOW DEALER

dedication

Wanted: Trader/Broker for CBOE or
P. Coast minumum salary $30,000
and share of trading/broilerage
must be anayltical and familiar with
Black-Scholes. Send resume to Sun
Options Corp., 2 Rector St. 3rd
floor, N.Y., N.Y., 10006.

-- -P

I

For a free booklet with more'easy
energy-saving tips, write "Energy,"
Box 62, Oak Ridge, TN 37830.

I-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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crew

Women's

Looking for up to 3 people for
room-mates (or summer sublet) for
8 room apartment in South End (on
Orange Line) Rent is $600/mo. Total includesw heating. Call Tammy,
Beckym or Tamara aat 237-6933.
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Classified Advertising In Tne Tecn:
$5.00 per insertion for each 35
words or less. Must be prepaid,
with complete name, address, and
phone number. The Tech, W20483- or PO Box 29, MIT Branch,
Cambridge, MA 02139.

·I9BIPP

classified advertising
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Baseball trounces
Mortheastern 1 2m3
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Update

I

PAGE 15

HOII<W TO I
GET BETTER ,

Obey-the 55 mph speed limit.

l

kr

The Tech

-Y

I

I
I

nents, will be on campus April I 11l
1984, Building 4 - Room 159, from
4:30 to 6:30.

277 8696;
or

I

262-0930
Serving Boston and all
surrounding areas.

-- -
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TI'DO"" RAH & CHOCQLATE
Fridays,
12-1 p.m.
M.I.T. Hillel
312 Mem Drive.
I/

PUORPOSE:

Discuss the weekly
Torah portion with
Rabbi Richard Israel
Dlrector.Hlllel Council
of Greater Boston

Come on down and talk with our staff about your future.

Taste our weekly
selection of gourmet
chocolates

I

Bring Ilunch
For Information call 253-2982

I
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Varsity sports for the week
Today
Baseball: Bowdoin College at MIT 3 p.m.
Golf: MIT at Worcester Polytechnic Institute.
Softball: Harvard University at MIT 3:30 p.m.
Men's tennis: Colby College at MIT 3 p.m.
Women's tennis: Brandeis University at MIT 3:30 p.m.
Saturday, April 7
Men's crew: Columbia University at MIT.
Women's crew: MIT, Wellesley College, Brown University and
Northeastern University at Radcliffe.
Lacrosse: Nichols at MIT 1 p.m.
Men's sailing: MIT Invitational 9:30 a.m.
Softball: MIT at Wheaton College (Doubleheader) I1 a.m.
Men's tennis: MIT at Williams College.
Track: MIT at Bowdoin College.
Weekend
Men's sailing: Friis Trophy at Tufts'University.
Women's sailing: Sloop Shrew Trophy at Radcliffe.
Sunday, April 8
Men's sailing: University of Rhode Island Invitational.
Monday, April 9
Softball: MIT at Brandeis.
Tuesday, April 10
Lacrosse: MIT at Babson College.
Women's Tennis: Mt. Holyoke College for at MIT 3 p.m.
Wednesday, April 11
Baseball: Boston College at MIT 3 p.m.
Golf: MIT and Northeastern at Harvard.
Softball: Framingham State College at MIT 3:30 p.m.
Men's tennis: Tufts at MIT 3 p.m.
Thursday, April 12
Golf: Colby at MIT 1:15 p.m.
Men's tennis: University of Massachusetts at MIT 3 p.m.
Mike Blahnik

Tech photo by Robert Winters

L

An MIT player starts to dash to second base during Wednesday's softball match with
Clark College. MIT won the game 6-4.
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Montgomery Frost Lloyd's Inc.
Prescription Opticians
Quality Eyeware Since 1870

9

Prescriptions Filled Quickly and Accurately
RIay-Ban, Vuarnet,
and Porsche Carrera Sunglasses

20% Off

On All Prescription Eyeware
With M.I.T. I.D.
-

-

__

__

-

Offer not valid with other promotions
Cambridge store only
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5 Brattle St. (HarvardSq.), Cambridge
876-0851
-
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t the new Student Center, theories become
reality, concepts become visual experience and
progressive ideas are constant. You'll find access
to emerging student talent from wide-ranging disciplines and a dynamic nucleus of creativity.
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sa combined gift from the Class of '83 and
'33, this permanent new gallery is dedicated to the
outstanding patrons, Dr. and Mrs. Jerome B.
Weisner; moreover it is a tribute to everyone involved. The Tech Coop salutes the Class of '83
and '33 for their insight, -Dr. and Mrs. Weisner for
their contributions and the many others who will
challenge our imagination.
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Take Advantage of our Transfer Privileges
Call for details
Days, Evenings or Weekene Is

CAMBRIDGE
661-6955
BOSTON
482-7420
NEWTON
244-2202

MPIN
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WE'RE HERE FOR YOU
,

-

Educattonal Center

e

TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

HARVARD
COOPERATIVE
SOCIETY

For Information About Other Centers
n More Than 120 U.S Cities 8 Abroad
CALL TOLL FREE. 800-223-1782
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PREPARE EARLY &TRANSFER YOUR COUjRSE
PRIVII.EGES TO ANY OF OUR OV'ER 120
CENTERS'
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IT BEGINS W/ITH ART

Early Bird Classes Enrolling Now For
JUNE 16 GMAT/JUNE 18 LSAT
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